Marist marches in protest against violence

by DAWN MARTIN
Staff Writer

Members of the Marist community found that regular activities on Sunday night to participate in a candle-light protest march against violence on campus. Lynne Magee, a junior and second-year resident assistant, organized the march because of the recent increase in violence on the Marist campus.

Magee said that her intent was not to protest against the administration, but rather to give students an opportunity to show unity and send the message that violence will not be welcome on campus.

"I was thrilled with the number of people showing unity and support," Magee said. "This proves that the Marist community cares." Approximately 400 students and faculty members who showed up outside on Sunday, in addition to representatives of the 35 different clubs and organizations which volunteered their time for the march.

The march started at approximately 8 p.m., after a few words were said by Magee. Candles were lit while Magee gave a brief statement and led them through the lower lot of Marist, under the wooden stairs behind Shemanski Hall.
The group of students and faculty members were determined to hear speakers who offered support to the Marist community.

Joe Lomtris, the director of safety and security, was the first speaker of the evening, and he showed support for the entire event and said it was important to keep up student awareness.

"This really is great that students keep awareness going," Lomtris said. "That will unite the community better."

In his speech, Leary said that security has added patrollers, and started a van service on campus. He also said that the student escort service is available, and improved lighting around campus is in the works.

The second speaker was Kent Rimbart, student-body president, who said that the student government is trying to make the campus as safe as possible.

Rimbart also said that they are evaluating issues of safety and if anyone has a problem with something, to let the SGA know.

Anthony Fusar, resident director of Oaklands Commons, said in his speech that students should remember the lessons of the march, that the students did not tolerate violence.

The third speaker was Roberto Amato, director of the counseling center said that the march made a "powerful statement," and now that students are past the initial reaction of fear, education can prevent other occurrences.

Marist College President, Dennis Murray, spoke at the end of the march, saying that he was impressed with the students who participated.

"Not only was it a great turnout, but it was a powerful and eloquent statement," Murray said.

Murray said that he proved that the students are committed to working together.

Both students and faculty who marched agreed that the march showed them in the Marist community.

Daryl Leddy, director of public relations, who was there, said it was great to see so many people come together for the event and that it is a great day for all Marist.

"It shows Marist College students are enthusiastic and not afraid of a peaceful protest," Leddy said.

Margaret Doneley, a senior biology major at 910 Marist Apartments, said that she was glad to see so many students like this because it is what she thought her college was like before the change.

...see MARCH page 4

Internal reconfiguration
Marist looks to academic structure

by JEFFREY J. ROSE
Staff Writer

Marist's physical appearance may not be the only aspect of the campus undergoing reconstruction in the future, according to a document released by Robert J. Grossman, associate professor of business, and Marc Vanderheiden, vice president for academic affairs.

A report dated Sept. 9, from vanderheiden and Grossman outlined options for a possible academic restructuring of the college by:

- Dividing the college into five schools of concentration.
- Developing three schools of concentration to create a divisional structure in four areas of study.

- Keep the present configuration of the four divisions and a school of Adult Education.

"The current divisional configuration has served the college well," said Grossman. "We are now exploring ways to make ourselves better."

Robert Grossman, associate professor of business

The second option would establish separate schools and keep the divisional structure for the Humanities, Natural Sciences, Mathematics and Social and Behavioral Sciences.

The three schools established under this plan would be a School of Business Administration, School of Communication and the Arts and School of Continuing Education.

Another area that is being debated is how the faculty should be governed.

According to Grossman, many departments have advocated having the facutly members elect the department leaders.

The current policy has the administration appointing the divisional chairs.

The academic organization document says that if schools were established within the college, they would be led by appointed deans, who would work in concert with the faculty, according to the college's search procedures.

This would allow faculty to be involved in the budgeting, according to the academic organization document.

Departments have also wanted established schools within the college because academic structure would be consistent with configuration of departments, according to by accredited authorities, the academic organization document.

It is desirable to have accredited programs within the college," Grossman said. "I believe it would make the college even better, but the opinion is what the faculty wants. There is no right way or wrong way to do it."

"We are now discussing the possibilities and the negatives of each option," Grossman said. "Marc Vanderheiden and I are consistent professors of communication, and with only one facutly meeting so far, it is not clear as to what final words would best suit the Communication and the Arts division."
Sledding goes from Jamaica to Hollywood

By ANDREW ROSE and COLLEEN MURPHY

College: This week, the spirit of the “Rockin’” continues in the form of a sledding competition. Organizers are hoping for a snowy day to attract fans to the event.

The event features three divisions: adult, child, and family. There will be a prize for the person who sleds the longest.

Tickets for the event are $5 at the door, and all proceeds will go to the Jamaica Bisons Foundation.

Get ‘Cuckoo’ by experiencing Curve’s sonic cold front

By JENNIFER GIANDALONE

The latest in Curve’s series of experimental music projects, “Cuckoo” is a sonic exploration of the band’s experimental approach to music.

The project features a variety of sounds and textures, ranging from electronic beats to acoustic guitar. The album is available for streaming on all major music platforms.

Storied and other current football issues confronted in ‘Program’

By JEFFREY J. ROSE

The latest issue of the stadium magazine, “Program,” covers a range of topics, including the selection of the next head coach and the ongoing negotiations with the Marathonistas.

The magazine also includes an interview with a former player, who shares insights on the team’s past successes and challenges.

Sitting down with the players, the team’s new head coach is determined to bring stability and success to the franchise.

The issue is available for purchase at the stadium or online.

Sitting down with the players, the team’s new head coach is determined to bring stability and success to the franchise.

By candlelight

Directing the frenetics of style: new head of fashion takes charge

By NORRIE McQUEEN

At the rebranding’s helm, Elizabeth Cady takes the helm as the new artistic director, bringing a fresh perspective to the fashion house.

Under Cady’s leadership, the brand has become more inclusive, with a focus on sustainability and ethical production.

The change has been well-received by fans, who have praised the brand’s new direction.

Cady’s approach to design is rooted in a deep understanding of the industry’s past and present, allowing her to create pieces that are both timeless and innovative.

She believes that the artist who leads the brand should reflect the local community and culture, which is why she is committed to showcasing diverse talent in her collections.

Cady is also passionate about education and mentorship, working closely with young designers to help them achieve their goals.

Together, Cady and her team are poised to lead the brand into a new era of creativity and growth.
Sledding goes from Jamaica to Hollywood

By ANDREW ROSE and COLLEEN MURPHY

College: This week, the spirit of the "Rocky" franchise traveled from the mountains in Colorado to the Big Apple in New York. The Denver Broncos and the New York Giants are both running for a Super Bowl victory. But for the first time in NFL history, both teams are running for a championship from different states.

The Giants and the Broncos both have a special connection to the mountains. Both teams have their own mountains, and both teams are from different states. The Broncos are from Colorado, and the Giants are from New York. The Broncos are the home team in the Super Bowl, and the Giants are the away team.

The Broncos are running for their first championship from Denver, Colorado. The Giants are running for their first championship from New York, New York. Both teams are running for a Super Bowl victory.

The Broncos and the Giants both have a special connection to the mountains. The Broncos are from Colorado, and the Giants are from New York. The Broncos are the home team in the Super Bowl, and the Giants are the away team.
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The Broncos and the Giants both have a special connection to the mountains. The Broncos are from Colorado, and the Giants are from New York. The Broncos are the home team in the Super Bowl, and the Giants are the away team.
FOOTBALL

The Circle, October 7, 1993

...continued from page 1

...continued from page 1

A full circle (get it, Paul?) was graduated in 1994 from the University of Georgia, where he played football. During his time there, he also worked as a student assistant for the Georgia Bulldogs football team, helping to prepare and break down game film. His contributions helped the team prepare for their upcoming games and were recognized for their excellence in 1996, when he was awarded the Baker Mantle Award for best student assistant.
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Self Defense & Rape Prevention

Model Mugging Chapter offers Women's Empowerment and Rape Prevention program.

Full contact self defense course that teaches women to knock out an assailant of any size. Taught in a supportive, interactive, and emotional atmosphere.

Our Next Course

Will Be Held

November 6, 7 & 12, 14
at the Marist College

For more information, please contact:

COURAGE TO FIGHT
(914) 431-6779

With this, you can save for years.

With these, you can save right now.

Crossing the bridge

Story and photos by Matt Martin
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Self Defense & Rape Prevention

Model Mugging Chapter offers Women's Empowerment and Rape Prevention program.
Full-contact self defense course that teaches women to knock out an assailant of any size. Taught in a supportive, emotional atmosphere.

Our Next Course
Will Be Held
November 6, 7 & 12, 14
at the Marist College

For more information, please contact:

COURAGE TO FIGHT
(914) 431-6779

With this, you can save for years.
With these, you can save right now.

To order direct from Apple or to learn more about Apple products and easy financing —
CALL 1-800-877-4453, ext. 40. Or, visit your Apple campus representative today. And discover the power more college students choose. The power of Macintosh. The power to be your best.

HIGHLAND, NY — Six steps, stop. Three steps, stop. Five steps, stop. The poster continues as we walk along the safely on top of the 106-year-old railroad bridge that spans the Mohawk River between Poughkeepsie and Highland.

The bridge's maintenance consists of a bright red that would have worked in another era and a green paint that would not stand up to the elements. The paint is a bright red that would have worked in another era and a green paint that would not stand up to the elements. The paint is bright red that would have worked in another era and a green paint that would not stand up to the elements.

The bridge is an example of a bridge that would have worked in another era and a green paint that would not stand up to the elements. The bridge is an example of a bridge that would have worked in another era and a green paint that would not stand up to the elements. The bridge is an example of a bridge that would have worked in another era and a green paint that would not stand up to the elements.
Continuity?

Approximately 400 students, faculty and public-office administrators marched from the McKee Medical Center on Thursday to protest the violence on campus for the 15th time.

 storytelling.

Several participants have been arrested on campus students, but many still believe that the number of arrests has decreased.

The march was organized by the Students for a Democratic Society, a group that has been protesting the violence on campus for the past year.

Many students expressed disappointment and even disillusionment with the administration's response, with some students saying that the violence on campus is worse than ever.

The administration has been criticized for its response to the violence on campus, with some students saying that the administration is not doing enough to address the issue.

The students are urging the administration to take action to address the violence on campus.

Editor's notebook

by MATT MARTIN

Want to solve a problem?

There are so many solutions: more money, more nurses, more beds and more space in your emergency room.

A march to remember: It is followed up with continued action.

The next march scheduled is for March 6.

Editor's notebook

by MATT MARTIN

Mr. or Mrs. President?

The changing role of the first lady has been a major topic of discussion this year.

And it is the role of the first lady.

The Health Care Bill has not been a major issue of political campaigns.

I made the role of the first lady in the White House.

I am a full-time resident of Wilmington College.

Thank you, dear.

I am a health care provider to the first lady.

I am a full-time resident of Wilmington College.

Sala notes

be made safer, please contact us at 302-738-2141 or email us at serif50@wilmu.edu.

The health of first-term women is an important public health issue. Our study shows that women who are married or cohabiting have higher self-reported health outcomes than those who are not married or cohabiting.

It is important to note that this study was limited to married or cohabiting couples. Future research should examine the health outcomes of single women and those who are not married or cohabiting.

Cooperative Education:

For more information contact:
National Institute of Health
Research on Aging Program
9000 N. Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, IL 60611

When You’re Up To

Your Eyeballs

In Alligators...

How to reach us:

- Monday: 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
- Tuesday: 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
- Wednesday: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
- Thursday: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
- Friday: 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Phone: 302-273-2345

Email: lth@wilmu.edu

Web: www.wilmu.edu
Security briefs

by ARDI NORI (floor leader)

October, the least favorite month for the least favorites.-
A little bit of extra security might be beneficial for everyone.

The night security of the campus is a necessity, and one that is taken for granted by most students. The presence of security personnel on campus is reassuring for many, knowing that there is someone available to assist in case of an emergency.

However, it is important to remember that security is not just about physical presence. It is also about creating an environment where students feel safe and comfortable. This includes ensuring that security personnel are trained appropriately and that they are responsive and professional in their interactions with students.

Overall, the security of the campus is a vital component of the college experience, and one that should be taken seriously by all members of the community.

---

"The Tow Trucks ARE COMING!"

On or about October 8, 1993 tow trucks will be on campus to assist in enforcing the parking policy of Marist College.

For your own protection, ensure that your vehicle is parked in your assigned lot and that your permit is clearly visible.

Marist College Security

---

CIA caters to history

by ARDI NORI (floor leader)

There may be trouble parking the CIA this month, but the CIA list is on the go! The CIA has been known to support various historical events, and this month is no exception.

For instance, the CIA has been historically involved in various political upheavals, and this month they will be supporting the same. In addition, the CIA has been known to support various technological advancements, and this month they will be supporting the same.

In conclusion, the CIA has been historically involved in various events, and this month they will be supporting the same.

---

Hidden deli a feast of inexpensive goodies

by ARDI NORI (floor leader)

There is plenty of parking in the CIA this month, but it's easy to find if you come through the main entrance. The CIA will be open.

With the CIA, the CIA features a wide range of delicious foods, including meatloaf, turkey, ham, and eggs.

Reservations are not required, and the CIA is open to everyone. The CIA will be open every day, and you can easily visit the CIA to enjoy a feast of inexpensive goodies.

---

The Big Belli Deli Pizzeria

PHONE 463-1800 or 463-1823

Delivered and store hours

FRIDAY 4:30 p.m. - 10 p.m.
SATURDAY 12-2 a.m.
SUNDAY 6 a.m. - 12 a.m.
MONDAY-THURSDAY 8:30 a.m. - 2 a.m.

Pizza

Bambino 10" 2.95
Sicilian 3.50
White Pizza 16" 7.75
Salad (priced separately) 3.50
Barbecue Chicken 18" 10.95
Pesto 18" 8.95
Shrimp 18" 13.00
Calzone 10" 3.25

Specials

Any Cold Sub 3 oz. Chili Subster Soda and a FREE Bag of Chips

Belly Stuffers

Fried Mozzarella Sticks 3.50
Deep Fried Shrimp 4.75
Deep Fried Clams 4.75
French Fries 1.25
Onion Rings 1.25
Fried Dough 1.25

Belly Burner Wraps

Regular Belly Wraps 3.25

Salads too!

$4.50

---

Preparation in Poughkeepsie for upcoming exams:

GRE begins Oct 23
LSAT begins Oct 28

---

THE PRINCETON REVIEW

20% OFF EXAMS

800/995-5565

---

Treasure Chest Clubhouse

"Athletic English Style Pub"

568 South Road
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 12601
(914) 662-1543
PAX 463-2417

---

Treasure Chest Cafe

568 South Road
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 12601
(914) 662-5443
PAX 463-2417

---

STOCK BROKER

STOCKS

LOCATIONS

22 IBM Road
Poughkeepsie (Rt. 9 South, right at light, after IBM plant)

---

THE CIRCLE, OCTOBER 7, 1993

---
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Security briefs  

by KATHRYN WELLS

Monday, October 9, 1995

The campus security staff is pleased to announce that the "kiosk" in the student union has been replaced with an upgraded security system.

Starting next week, the kiosk will be equipped with a new, state-of-the-art security system that will allow for easier monitoring and quicker response times.

In addition to the new security system, the kiosk will also have a new design that incorporates more modern features.

The kiosk will be located in the same place as the previous one, but will be more visible and easier to access for students.

The security staff hopes that these improvements will help to make the campus safer and more secure for all.

The upgrade to the security system and the new design of the kiosk are part of a larger effort to improve safety and security at the university.
The Economics of the Citibank Classic Visa card. How Student Discounts and Price Protection contribute to upward growth. A variety of factors have been suggested as contributing to the economic growth of students, including (1) more lottery winners between the ages of 18 and 22, (2) a 3% increase on earnings and bottle and can returns, (3) more students doubling earnings in the lightning round game shows, and (4) the Citibank Classic Visa card. It's this last one, however, that affects most students. The Citibank Classic Visa card offers immediate savings to student cardmembers. You can save up to 26% on long distance calls versus AT&T with the free Citibank Calling Service from MCI. And you can capitalize on a $20 Airfare Discount for domestic flights! Savings on meal orders, sports equipment, magazines and music also abound. Maximize these savings with a low variable interest rate of 15.99% and no annual fee, and you can significantly improve your personal bottom line (especially if used as income tends to be pretty gross). Put another way, one might even have enough savings to invest in a CD or two (the musical kind, of course). On the way to the record store, or a store for that matter, take stock of the 5 services concerned with purchases made on the Citibank Classic card. Citibank Price Protection ensures one of the best prices. See the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to $500 to protect these investments. Buyers' Security can cover them against accidental damage, fire or theft (ordinarily caused for Great Depression) for 90 days from the date of purchase! And Citibank Lifetime Warranty can extend the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years! But perhaps the features which offer the best protection are your eyes, your nose, your mouth, etc.—all featured on The PhotoCard, the credit card with your photo on it. Carrying it can help prevent fraud or any hostile takeover of your card. (Insiders speculate that it makes a good student ID, too!) Even if your card is stolen, or perhaps lost, The Lost Wallet" Service can replace your card usually within 24 hours. So never panic. As we all know, panic, such as in the Great Pandics of 1957, 1958, and 1959 can cause a downturn in a market. But with 24-hour Customer Service, the reason for it. A question about your account is only an 800 number away. (Panic of the sort experienced the night before Finals is something else again.) Needless to say, building a credit history with the support of such services can only be a boost. You're investing in futures—that future house, that future car, etc. And knowing the Citibank Classic Visa card is there in your wallet should presently give you a sense of security, rare in today's—how shall we say—Soko market. To apply, call. Students don't need a job or a co-signer. And call if you'd simply like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa. Here's the number: 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19, The Law of Student Supply and Demand states, "If a credit card satisfies more of a student's unlimited wants and needs, while reducing the Risk Factor in respect to limited and often scarce resources—with the greatest supply of services and savings possible—then students will demand said credit card." So, demand away—call...
The Economics of the Citibank Classic Visa card. How Student Discounts and Price Protection contribute to upward growth. A variety of factors have been suggested as contributing to the economic growth of students, including (1) more lottery winners between the ages of 18 and 22, (2) a 3% increase on earnings on bottle and can returns, (3) more students doubling earnings in the lightning round of games, and (4) the Citibank Classic Visa® card. It’s this last one, however, that affects most students. The Citibank Classic Visa® card offers immediate savings to student cardmembers. You can save up to 26% on long distance calls versus AT&T with the free Citibank Calling Service® from MCI. And you can capitalize on a $20 Airfare Discount for domestic flights! Savings on meal orders, purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music also abound. Maximize these savings with a low variable interest rate of 15.49% and no annual fee, and you can significantly improve your personal bottom line (especially if each out income tends to be pretty poor). Put another way, one might even have enough savings to invest in a CD or two (the musical kind, of course). On the way to the record store, or any store for that matter, take stock of the 3 services concerned with purchases made on the Citibank Classic card. Citibank Price Protection assures one of the best prices. See the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to $30! To protect your investments, Buyers Security® can cover them against accidental damage, theft or (excl. of course, for Great Depression) for 90 days from the date of purchase! And Citibank Lifetime Warranty® can extend the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years! But perhaps the features which offer the best protection are your eyes, your nose, your mouth, etc.—all featured on The Photocard, the credit card with your photo on it. Carrying it can help prevent fraud or any hostile takeover of your card. (Insiders speculate that it makes a good student ID, too) Even if your card is stolen, or perhaps lost, The Lost Wallet® Service can replace your card usually within 24 hours. So never panic. As we all know, panic, such as in the Great Panic of 1877, 1878, and 1929 can cause a downsizing in a market. But with 24-hour Customer Service, there’s no reason for it. A question about your account is only an 800 number away. (Panic of the sort experienced the night before Finals is something else, again.) Needless to say, building a credit history with the support of such services can only be a boost. You’re investing in futures—that future house, that future car, etc. And knowing the Citibank Classic Visa card is there in your wallet should presently give you a sense of security, rare in today’s—how shall we say?—Scalé market. To apply, call. Students don’t need a job or a cosigner. And call if you simply like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa. Here’s the number: 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19. The Law of Student Supply and Demand states, “If a credit card satisfies more of a student’s unlimited wants and needs, while reducing the Risk Factor in respect to limited and often scarce resources—with the greatest supply of services and savings possible—then students will demand said credit card.” So, demand away—call.

Monarch Notes® Version:
The Citibank Classic Visa card will be there for you with special student discounts, no fee, and a low rate on all transactions, so your own economy will be less like a boon than a bust. Call 1-800-CITIBANK, ext. 19.

Players not in “love” with lack of courts

By Jim Chivers Staff Writer

Monarch Notes® Version:
Players not in “love” with lack of courts

Spikers win again; streak hits seven

BY TERRI L. STEWART

AS the Citibank Classic Visa card falls like snow onto a cold winter's day during the winter months, the weather is not the only thing that the Citibank Classic Visa card falls like snow onto a cold winter's day during the winter months. The Citibank Classic Visa card offers immediate savings to student cardmembers. You can save up to 26% on long distance calls versus AT&T with the free Citibank Calling Service® from MCI. And you can capitalize on a $20 Airfare Discount for domestic flights! Savings on meal orders, purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music also abound. Maximize these savings with a low variable interest rate of 15.49% and no annual fee, and you can significantly improve your personal bottom line (especially if each nut income tends to be pretty poor). Put another way, one might even have enough savings to invest in a CD or two (the musical kind, of course). On the way to the record store, or any store for that matter, take stock of the 3 services concerned with purchases made on the Citibank Classic card. Citibank Price Protection assures one of the best prices. See the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to $30! To protect your investments, Buyers Security® can cover them against accidental damage, theft or (excl. of course, for Great Depression) for 90 days from the date of purchase! And Citibank Lifetime Warranty® can extend the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years! But perhaps the features which offer the best protection are your eyes, your nose, your mouth, etc.—all featured on The Photocard, the credit card with your photo on it. Carrying it can help prevent fraud or any hostile takeover of your card. (Insiders speculate that it makes a good student ID, too) Even if your card is stolen, or perhaps lost, The Lost Wallet® Service can replace your card usually within 24 hours. So never panic. As we all know, panic, such as in the Great Panic of 1877, 1878, and 1929 can cause a downsizing in a market. But with 24-hour Customer Service, there’s no reason for it. A question about your account is only an 800 number away. (Panic of the sort experienced the night before Finals is something else, again.) Needless to say, building a credit history with the support of such services can only be a boost. You’re investing in futures—that future house, that future car, etc. And knowing the Citibank Classic Visa card is there in your wallet should presently give you a sense of security, rare in today’s—how shall we say?—Scalé market. To apply, call. Students don’t need a job or a cosigner. And call if you simply like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa. Here’s the number: 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19. The Law of Student Supply and Demand states, “If a credit card satisfies more of a student’s unlimited wants and needs, while reducing the Risk Factor in respect to limited and often scarce resources—with the greatest supply of services and savings possible—then students will demand said credit card.” So, demand away—call.
Netters win 5-4; record now 9-1

by JIM DERIVAN
Staff Writer

The women’s tennis team won a hard fought battle over Hofstra University, 5-4, on Sunday.

With the victory, Marist raises its record to 9-1 (5-0 against Northeast Conference foes).

A victory in the final double match gave the Red Foxes the victory. Marist’ s Kate Seward and Sarah O’Neil won the decisive match for Marist.

It was a nervous match with high intensity, according to O’Neil.

“We needed two matches to win, there was a lot of pressure, and I played with Kate Seward who I never played with before, so it was a very nervous match,” she said.

“It was on and off, but I pulled it together at the end.”

The doubles team did not know the significance of the win.

“We didn’t know what was going on — the games were on different courts,” Seward added. “We didn’t know if the other teams could catch us or not. So we had to pull it out.”

Seward said she played well with O’Neil because their different styles of play balanced their team.

“She (O’Neil) had the patience, and I wanted to go for it,” she said.

“The combination was really good.” Head Coach Ken Harrison could not be reached for comment.

O’Neil also won her singles match, 6-0, 6-1.

O’Neil said the believed staying focused was the key to her victory.

“Despite the matches being so close, I managed to maintain my level of focus,” she said.

“I didn’t let my concentration drop even though I was growing tired in the second set. I had to work against the wind.”

“I gave the intensity the whole time,” she added.

The Red Foxes defeated their match in straight sets, 6-0, 7-6.

“It was just a matter of staying focused, and just playing my opponent,” O’Neil said.

The Red Foxes recorded an impressive 9-0 win over Buffalo on Saturday.

Seward led the charge scoring a 6-1, 7-6 victory in her match.

Seward said she was able to raise her play, despite being injured.

“I turned my game up to a higher level,” she said. “I sprained my ankle ankle, so it made me work harder.”

Seward’s match was exciting according to Zalesa.

“It was tense,” she said. “We were cheering from the bench like we were at a football game.”

Marist hosted Siena yesterday. Results were not available at press time.

Gridders fall to Redmen, 31-30

by TED HOLMLUND
Sports Editor

It appeared Marist was on the verge of beating St. John’s Redmen for the fourth consecutive year last Thursday.

The last half of the fourth quarter stopped any prospects of extending the win streak.

The Redmen (2-2) were red hot for the last eight minutes of the game and saw the Redmen comeback from a 30-18 deficit to snatch a 31-30 victory.

Senior forward Chico Aminou’s daylight field goal, the Redmen scored the last three points on a three-point touchdown pass by Sean Sharkey, and Anthony Russo’s one-yard run to clinch the win.

The senior halfback rushed for 127 yards on 16 carries, including a 65-yard touchdown run which gave the Redmen a 25-18 lead. Senior quarterback Brian McCourt completed 9-24 passes for a career-high 228 yards.

Aminou said the team self-destructed in the fourth quarter.

“We lost the game ourselves,” Aminou said. “St. John’s didn’t beat us. It’s too tough to swallow.”

The pack changed the tempo of the game for good as a fumble recovery by Brian McCourt and senior center Scott Lutz set the tone for the fourth quarter with Marist clinging to a 25-22 lead.

After the fumble, the Redmen took over possession on the Red Foxes’ 14 yard line. McCourt scored the winning touchdown six plays later on a one-yard run.

“It just sputtered,” Paradiso said. “Paradiso said. ‘It was a fumble we will not be the only reason the squad lost.’

“Not that this (fumble) was one thing,” he said. “We took the loss as a team.”

Coach Paradiso said the team will have to bounce back quickly because a competitor which the loss will be waiting for Marist on Saturday.

Harriers grab fifth; Fairfield next

by GREG BIBB

The two words healthy bodies have become synonymous with the Marist men’s and women’s cross country teams this fall.

This weekend, the team’s men’s and women’s cross country teams competed against 18 Red Fox runners garnered personal bests over the eight-mile course.

On the men’s side, good health and good fortune went hand in hand as it helped lead the team to grab a fifth place finish at the Big East Conference meet and to qualify for national powers such as Canisius, Cornell, Syracuse and Fordham.

The men finished with a total team score of 139 points.

The Red Foxes are capable of turning its season around again, but first the team must cut down on its turnovers. If they do not, they may only 500 people at the homecoming game on Oct. 16 against Duquesne.

The next game is this Saturday against Dartmouth.

For a dual 0.7 start, the men’s team has lost its last 10 games.

Senior forward Ignazio Mazzella’s performance is the main reason for the team’s recent success.

Mazzella has provided the offensive spark for the Redmen who were previously in an offensive drought.

The senior scored the game-winning goal in a 2-0 victory over Buffalo last Thursday. He also notched two goals in a 3-0 win over St. John’s.

Head Coach Howard Goldberg’s squad needs Mazzella to continue to flow for Marist and provide senior leadership if this win streak is to continue.

The Red Foxes have turned the men’s and women’s cross country teams both notched fifth place finishes at the Colgate meet.

Mazzella’s placement does not accurately show the entire picture. The Red Foxes were competing against nationally powers like Canisius, Syracuse and Colgate.

Although this is not a stellar finish for either team, 18 runners did boost their personal bests.

This is what sports is all about.

Penner Fever

Well, the Atlantic Braves won the National League West. How? That’s a big surprise.

Who’s going to stop the Braves? The Philadelphia Phillies? No.

Despite having great team chemistry and solid pitching, the likes of Lenzy Dyrstila, Darryl Daulton and John Kruk, it will not be enough for the Phillies because the Braves’ pitching staff led by Steve Avery, Tom Glavine and Greg Maddux is just too dominant. Braves in six.

The Chicago White Sox are back in the pennant which is a nice accomplishment. However, the Toronto Blue Jays put an end to the Sox’s year.

Toronto has a lineup of Ricky Henderson, Paul Molitor, Joe Carter, John Olerud and Roberto Alomar. “Black Jack” McDowell is the only pitcher who can consistently give the potent Blue Jays lineup trouble.

McDowell cannot pitch everyday. Blue Jays in five.

AFC predictions

The Miami Dolphins will win the American Football Conference Eastern Division because Buffalo has continually become a weaker team after each successive Super Bowl loss.

The Pittsburgh Steelers will take the AFC Championship with Barry Foster’s running and a rugged defense. Cleveland, despite being 5-1, is doing it with mirrors. Bernie Kosar or Vinnie Testeverde? For a team to win a division, it needs one solid quarterback.

If Jon�� horizon is not on course, we’re in a real problem. The Kansas City Chiefs will win the AFC West.

WWE predictions

Michael Jordan shocked the world when he announced his retirement. As if that wasn’t enough, he then finished his retirement at a press conference, which he then walked right into.

Jordan said he ended his career because he lost his love for NBA basketball. This news left many scratching their heads.

Who would have thought even if his father was still alive. In last Thursday’s game, Jordan said he would be the greatest player in the game. What more could he have accomplished? Jordan is a strong competitor, the people love the game. Will he be back next year? Will he be back next year? Will he be back next year? Will he be back next year? Will he be back next year?